NOTES TO USERS

This map was produced through the Mississippi Flood Map Modernization Initiative, a project funded by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. The FIRM panel was intended to be used on insurance applications for the subject community. Therefore, if this map is used for any purpose other than insurance or rate making, it should be used in conjunction with the FIRM for the subject community, and the Flood Insurance Study report (which contains authoritative hydraulic data) may reflect conditions that are different from those shown on this map. Users of this FIRM should be aware that changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published,map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after this map was published, map users should contact appropriate community officials to determine if any changes have occurred since this map was published. Because changes due to annexations or de-annexations may have occurred after th...